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Two Important Pro’s of UPP Screens.

• Herfindahl-based screening hinges on which

products are included in the denominator; a

product is either “in” or “out” of the mar-

ket. Markets for merger evaluation should be

defined by substitution possiblities, and there

are degrees of subsitutability between prod-

ucts. So any screen based on a 0-1 distinction

is going to: (i) be inadequate and (ii) lead to

a debate (about what is in the denominator)

which has no answer.

• The UPP screen when a Nash in prices, dif-

ferntiated products model is appropriate is rel-

atively easy to use. All we need is; (i) pre-

merger markups, (ii) a diversion ratio, and (iii)

a guess at efficiencies. Still we do need these

objects, and attention should be paid to the

issues that arise in obtaining them.
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Keeping the Goal in Mind.

The question of whether to use UPP, is not:

“Does UPP give the correct answer?” The

world is far too complicated for that.

The question is whether UPP is better than the

currently available alternatives screens (largely

Herfindahl based). Assume we accept that in

most cases it is (and I do). Still two questions.

(i) Can we improve on implementation when it

is used?

ii) When is there either a better, or a supple-

mental, logical framework available that can

help?
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UPP given Bertrand/differentiated

products: methodological issues.

Should we ignore other firm’s pricing response

(which would be needed for full merger simu-

lation)?

Argument in guideline and papers: any re-

sponse by others would increase prices further

(prices are strategic complements). This is

wrong once we allow for consumer heterogen-

ity - even in a world of linear consumer de-

mand. This is because when one firm increases

its price it pushes particular consumers out on

the market, those that are particularly price

sensitive, and this provides an incentive for the

second firm to lower prices (often fully coun-

teracting the standard arguemnt for strategic

complements)
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Still there is a telling practical arguement for

sticking with UPP or partial merger simulation:

were we to allow for third party responses we

would have to analyze the whole market, and

to do so in a non-trivial way (not assuming all

products are symmetric) is both likely impossi-

ble given time constraints, and would back us

into the question of who is in the market.

So the argument is really between UPP and

partial merger simulation (defined as solving

the two UPP equations simultaneously). There

is a problem with either route.



Problem with partial merger simulation: the

correctness of the calculation is going to de-

pend on whether derivatives change in going

from pre to post merger prices (holding prices

of other firms constant). This depends on

the smoothness of the demand function and

marginal cost changes (from efficiency or quan-

tity changes). So if we go this route we need

some research on when we should worry about

such changes.

Problem with UPP. This comes out in the

assymetric treatment of efficiency changes in

UPP (we count them in the product we are

checking for UPP but not in the other). With-

out “efficiencies” UPP has to lead to increased

prices. With efficiencies we can not calcu-

late whether there will be an increase in prices

for one product without knowing what the in-

crease in prices for the other product will be,

and to do that approximately correctly requires

partial merger simulation.
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Measurement Issues: Diversion ratios and

Markups.

Little attention given to this except for skepti-

cism to demand functions (which is not useful

unless we have something better to replace it

with).

• Diversion ratios. Some emphasis given to

surveys; however the two question they ask

(first and second choice) do not give us what

we need.

Needed questions;

(i) Do we switch for a small price change?

(ii) If so what product do we switch to?

Question (i) yields an elasticity, (ii) the diver-

sion ratio. Both are needed. Neither result

form first and second choice (we need to find

out what the marginal puchaser, the one who
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would not purchase were there a small price

rise would do, not what a random purchasor

would do).

If we go this route, and it seems worth try-

ing, research on method and validity of survey

techniques are needed.

• Markups: claim that they can find direct ev-

idence on costs (or margins). Mention three

methods

(i) Through a data source (either from firms or

elsewhere). Likely to find average (not marginal)

costs, and they can be very different (many in-

dustries have substantial fixed and sunk costs).

(ii) Through verbal communication with exec-

utives of the firms involved. But they have an

incentive to provide the wrong information.

(iii) Through firms planning records; if its a

recent plan and done independently of current

action, it should be fine.



• Indirect cost estimates.

If we think post-merger prices are well approx-

imated by the Bertrand formula, shouldn’t we

think pre-merger prices are too? If so, and we

have the answer to the first survey question

(which gives us the elasticity), marginal cost

can be calculated from pre-merger price data.

This is easy, and should be tried even if there

is exogenous information, as then it would pro-

vide evidence on the Bertrand assumption.



’

Cons: when is Bertrand/differentiated

products not appropriate?

• Product repositioning. In markets where it

is easy to reposition product the incentive to

merge is often the ability to coordinate prod-

uct positions post-merger in order to increase

markups. To the extent product repositioning

is discussed in the guidelines it is as a response

of third parties which might dilute the effect

of the merger on prices (opposite effect).

E.g. Nosko (Harvard thesis): AMD and Intel.

Within a generation chips with different CPU

have about the same cost (up to max CPU).
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Counterfactual merger or AMD exit; Intel with-

draws virtually all of its low end chips; suffice

with the high markup, high end chips. Con-

sumer surplus dives.

Factual. Intel’s development of the Core 2

Duo causes AMD to give up on high end of

product line where markups rise. Significant

weakening of compeititon

Corollary: without competition their would be

much less of an incentive to innovate, and one

would not be able to analyze the effect on inno-

vative incentives without allowing for product

repositioning (though they discuss innovation,

they discuss it in ways that are very similar to

those used for UPP, with no consideration of

repositioning incentives).
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Coordinated interaction.

A clear statement of what is needed for the

economic logic underlying co-ordinated inter-

action would tell the court what to look for.

If there is coordinated interaction some firm

has an incentive to deviate from static best

response behavior. They do not deviate be-

cause there is a dynamic incentive scheme in

place which insures that coordination is in their

best interests.

Question. What conditions are needed to sup-

port collusive prices, and how can we detect

it? In particular is it likely that
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(i) pre-merger prices reflect coordination?
(ii) that the merger would enhance the ability
to support increased coordinated interaction?

Current Research. Most research is theoreti-
cal, deals with identical firms in repeated sit-
uations, and would not be directly relevant
(though it does provide some intuition). How-
ever there is some more general current re-
search and it indicates that
(ii) it is easier to support prices above static
Nash best responses when firms in the industry
are more evenly matched (in either the quality
of their products or their cost of production),
(i) coordination is often signalled by current
price (or bid) decisions depending on past prices
(or bids)– though distinguishing this from se-
rially correlated unobservables can be difficult.

Both the coordinated effects and product repo-
sitioning worry indicate that we might start
the analysis by asking the question of why is a
merger in the interests of the firm.
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Vertical markets.

We are told that most of the investigations

are on vertical markets. At least two reasons

to worry about UPP analysis in this context.

• Equilibrium Assumption. These are markets

where there are typically a small number of

agents on each side. UPP analysis is based on

the logic that one side (sellers) offer prices and

the other (consumers) simply decide whether

to buy or not. Here we have a multilateral con-

tracting situation (the theory literature would

add, with “externalities”), and this invalidates

the structural interpretation of the UPP for-

mula.

They discuss this under price discrimination,

with the suggestion that we simply analyze dif-

ferent buyers separately. In fact theory does
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not have a generally accepted equilibrium no-

tion, but we do know that the UPP logic is

incomplete in this context.

E.g.: Consider a merger between two sellers

who sell to the same buyer.

Theory: change in the buyer’s contract terms

depends on what would happen to the buyer

were their no contract (“outside option”).

Diversion ratio now plays a role in detemining

the pre-merger markup; the larger the diver-

sion ratio the lower the pre-merger market.

The post merger markup depend on the close-

ness of “third party” products to the products

of the two merging firms.

The difference in markups does depend on the

diversion ratio, and with the expected sign, but

it equally importantly depends on the closeness

of the products of third parties to those of the

two merging firms.



• Second issue: Are we only, or even primar-

ily, interested in the change in markups to the

buyer? At least two issues here;

Buyers or Consumers? Ultimately it is not pri-

marily the upward pricing pressure on the buy-

ers that we are concerned with, but rather the

results of this pressure on the price the buyer

charges to consumers (or the “pass through”).

This requires the cost change to the buyers

(partial merger simulation), and consideration

of conditions in the consumer market. There

is no discussion of this in the guidelines or the

associated papers; though this is not entirely

their fault, as the case law has not proceeded

in this manner.



Markups or Investment Incentives? The split

in profit between the buyer and seller will not

only determine markups, but also investment

incentives, and in vertical markups it is often

those incentives we are most worried about.

E.g. Hospital-health insurer market.

Premise: when a larger portion of any cost sav-

ings made by hospitals are transferred to the

insurers, then the hospital has less incentive to

engage in cost saving behavior.

A merger between hospitals is likely to increase

their bargaining power and hence their markup

to insurers. However at the same time the

increase in the hospital’s fraction of joint prof-

its increases incentives for cost savings by the

hospitals, and at least in the medium run, that

effect might dominate. There are always dy-

namic effects in merger situations, but in this

case they are both rather direct, and relatively

easy to analyze.
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Derivation

Post merger firms maximize [p1q1(p1, . . . , pJ)−
c1(q1)] + [p2q2(p1, . . . , pJ)− c2(q2)],, which im-

plies prices

pm
1 = mc1+

1

[∂q1/∂p1]/q1
+ (pm

2 −mc2)
∂q2

∂p1
/
∂q1

∂p1
.

Pre-merger firm maximizes p1q1(p1, . . . , pJ) −
c1(q1) which implies

p1 = mc1 +
1

[∂q1/∂p1]/q1

So

UPPI ≈ pm
1 − p1 = (pm

2 −mc2)
∂q2

∂p1
/
∂q1

∂p1
−E1mc1

where E1 = efficiency gains in marginal costs

and ≈ means derivatives do not change.
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